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QUESTION 1

The dynamic media presets tiles (Image Presets and Viewer Presets) are missing from the AEM global navigation
console. What should be done to enable those tiles? 

A. Install Feature Pack 15207 from Package Share and restart AEM instance to enable Dynamic Media. 

B. Enter the Dynamic Media account information in Cloud Services to enable the Dynamic Media. 

C. Restart the AEM instance using the dynamic media run mode to enable Dynamic Media. 

D. Set the dynamicMediaEnabled flag to True at /etc/dam/dynamicmediaconfig using CRXDE Lite. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager/createcarousel-sets-option-
is-not-available-in-aem-6-2/qaq-p/181606 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is trying to use the Assets HTTP API to programmatically create and upload a new asset. The developer
makes the following POST request but receives an error: 

POST /api/assets/beaches/* -F"name=bondibeach.png" -F"file=@best-beach.png" 

Which could have caused the operation to fail with an error code 409 Conflict? 

A. The asset \\'best-beach.png\\' already exists in the \\'beaches\\' folder. 

B. The asset \\'bondibeach.png\\' already exists in the \\'beaches\\' folder. 

C. The asset \\'bondibeach.png\\' is too large. 

D. The asset \\'best-beach.png\\' is corrupted. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/mac-api-assets.html 

 

QUESTION 3

AEM fails to connect to InDesign Server running on a different host. 

What is an appropriate solution for connection failure? 

A. Configure Apache Sling Referrer Filter to add an entry to the Allowed Host list for the InDesign Server. 

B. Configure Adobe Granite Workflow External Process Job Handler to allow connection to InDesign Server. 

C. Configure Day CQ Link Externalizer to specify the host name and context path for the InDesign Server. 
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D. Configure Apache Sling POST Servlet to accept response from the InDesign Server SOAP request. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/assets/administer/ indesign.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is trying to run a query in Query Builder using the following search predicates: Which of the following best
supports what type of results the developer is expected to get with this query? 

A. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/products/pants.jpg/jcr:content/renditions/original 

B. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/pants.jpg 

C. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/products/pants.jpg 

D. Assets in /content/dam/weretail/pants.jpg/jcr:content/renditions/cq5dam.web.1280.1280.jpeg 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A client would like to use a third-party translation service in AEM. How would you configure translation integration for
assets in your own project? 

A. In the language root of the project, configure the properties under the Translation tab accordingly. 

B. In the DAM Update Asset workflow model, add a translation workflow step and configure accordingly. 

C. In Web console, add a new entry in Translation Integration Default Config and configure accordingly. 

D. In the Project console, set the target language for the project, and select the translation provider. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-cloud-service/assets/admin/ translate-
assets.html 

 

QUESTION 6

A developer is trying to use the out-of-the-box Image component to display a 1600 pixel x 1125 pixel image on an AEM
site. The web image used is being downscaled to 1280 pixels. 
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Which two must be modified to render images with dimensions larger than 1280 pixels? (Choose two.) 

A. The Media Extraction workflow step on the DAM Update Asset Workflow 

B. Day CQ DAM Buffered Image Cache 

C. Adobe CQ DAM Asset Cache 

D. The Process Thumbnails workflow step on the DAM Update Asset Workflow 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/managing-image-presets.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A package is exported from one AEM server (Server A) using the following filter.xml file: 

This content package is deployed to another AEM server (Server B). 

Which two results occur? (Choose two.) 

A. The contents of the subtree /content/dam/foo from Server A replace the existing contents of /content/ dam on Server
B. 

B. The contents of the subtree /content/dam/foo from Server A are added to the existing contents of / content/dam on
Server . 

C. The contents of the subtree /content/dam/bar/foobar from Server A replace the existing contents of / content/dam on
Server . 

D. The contents of the subtree /content/dam/bar/foobar from Server A are added to the existing contents of
/content/dam on Server . 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

custom field. However, the developer encountered an issue and noticed that the value of the custom field is not
displaying on a component. 
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What is a possible cause of this issue? 

A. The namespace \\'myProject\\' isn\\'t registered. 

B. The text field does NOT accept special characters. 

C. The property name \\'myProject:photographer\\' is too long. 

D. The property \\'myProject:photographer\\' already exists and is causing conflicts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A user has created a custom metadata schema that includes a multi value text field. After modifying the file that the
metadata has been applied to, the user discovers that the property corresponding to the multi value text field contains a
new value. What does this mean? 

A. Another metadata schema that was previously applied to the asset is causing a conflict. 

B. The multi value text field was simultaneously updated by a different AEM Assets user. 

C. The multi value text field is configured as a required field in the metadata schema. 

D. Another field in the metadata schema maps to the same property as the multi value text field. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A company requires importing more than 1000 images at once regularly. During the import process, the Author instance
becomes very slow or unresponsive. 

What should a developer do to avoid this result? 

A. Reduce the number of renditions generated for images. 

B. Increase the memory and use a multi-core CPU for the instance. 

C. Set up a dedicated processing instance for asset ingestion. 

D. Limit the concurrent authors allowed on the author instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.adobe.com/t5/photoshop-elements/elements-9-organizer-only-imports-onefolder-at-a-
time/m-p/3144080?page=3 
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